
What to Expect from a Beacon 24/7 Escalation Call

With Beacon 24/7, our Safety Support Specialists monitor for alerts 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. If an alert is reviewed by

our team and determined to be an urgent issue, we will escalate the alert and begin to contact members on your Escalation

List.

What will the actual phone call/conversation look like?

The first thing that the Safety Support Specialist will do is confirm that they are speaking to the correct contact. They will then

provide the first and last name of the student and a brief description of what led to the alert being escalated.  For the

students’ privacy, Safety Support Specialists will not go in-depth about the alert; they will encourage you to go to your Beacon

Dashboard where you will be able to see the alert details and gather more information.  Responsibility for the alert will then

officially be passed on to you and your school. Support Specialists will keep the call brief and will stick to the facts so that you

are then able to quickly address the situation. Please note that all calls will be recorded for safety and training purposes.

How many times is each Escalation List contact called?

The Safety Support Team will begin by calling Escalation Contact #1. If they are not reached the first time, the Safety Support

team member will leave a voicemail, wait one minute, then attempt to call Escalation Contact #1 again. If Contact #1 is still

not reached, a second voicemail will be left, and Safety Support will move on to calling Escalation Contact #2. This process

continues down the Escalation List until Safety Support has either successfully made contact, or has failed to contact all

individuals on the Escalation List including the Last Responder.

What if the student generates more than one Active Planning alert?

If a student generates multiple Active Planning alerts within a 30 minute time period you will have the option to put a pause

on phone calls for that student for 30 minutes. While the student is in the 30 minute pause, if the Safety Support team

receives verified Active Planning alerts for that student, the Escalation List would continue to receive email notifications, but

phone calls would not be made. The 30 minute pause is optional.

What if I missed both calls from Beacon 24/7?

If a contact from the Escalation List does not pick up either of the phone calls, the Safety Support Specialist will leave

voicemails after each call instructing them to go to their Beacon Dashboard to see information about the alert and any

actions that might have been taken by other staff members.  The Safety Support Specialist will then move on to calling the

next person on the Escalation List.

If there is no one left on the list, including the Last Responder, an email will be sent to everyone on the Escalation List

notifying that the Safety Support Team was unable to contact anyone, and GoGuardian’s involvement with the alert will be

complete. The Beacon 24/7 Escalation phone number is for outbound calls only and will not receive incoming calls.

If not a single individual on the Escalation List is available, a red "Action is required" notification will be displayed on the alert

card as shown below:
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Will everyone on the Escalation List be notified?

When a Safety Support Specialist escalates an alert, an email will automatically be sent to everyone on the Escalation List. The

email will have the student’s name, a direct link to the alert card, and the entire Escalation List information so that everyone

will be aware of who will be called and what order the calls will be made. Once a Safety Support Specialist makes contact with

someone, they will stop making calls about this alert and therefore contacts further down the Escalation List will not be

called.

Here is an example of what the initial Escalation Notification email will look like:
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Once GoGuardian’s involvement in the alert has concluded, an email will be sent to everyone on the Escalation List letting

them know whether or not the Safety Support Specialist was able to make contact with someone.  The email will also provide

a direct link to the alert card. Here are examples of what the end-of-alert emails will look like:
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